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A Framework for Characterising Infrastructure Interdependencies 
Abstract: 
The interdependencies within and between infrastructure systems can produce benefits and 
risks.   The perception and value of these relationships can vary significantly depending on 
the viewpoint of the actors within the system.  The current methods for describing these 
relationships do not necessarily account for these different perspectives, and tend to focus on 
reducing the risks and vulnerabilities associated with interdependency.  By taking a holistic, 
multi-stakeholder approach of the infrastructure system it is possible to also identify the 
proactive opportunities for improving efficiency, effectiveness and resilience that can emerge 
from the relationships.  A taxonomy is presented which allows for the characterisation of 
infrastructure relationships in multiple dimensions, with particular focus on identifying 
opportunities in a way that is therefore complementary to current methods.  An application of 
this taxonomy to the identification of potentially beneficial relationships within the UK 
infrastructure system is described.   
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Introduction 
Infrastructure systems can exist interdependently with one another either by design, by 
necessity or through evolution.  There is widespread evidence that interdependence can be the 
source of emergent benefits and hazards, and therefore there is value in its identification and 
management (Frontier Economics, 2012).  Achieving this requires collaboration and 
communication between infrastructure stakeholders across all relevant sectors.  Collaboration 
can develop ‘Situational Awareness’ (Endsley, 1995), that is to say a holistic knowledge of 
the infrastructure landscape and therefore potential interdependencies.   
As a result of the perceived vulnerabilities and opportunities which emerge from 
infrastructure interdependency, there is an increased interest in modelling and understanding 
them from those in a position of governance (HM Treasury and Infrastructure UK, 2011).   
There are many methods for modelling the interdependency between infrastructure elements, 
each serving a specific purpose and providing a different conception of what interdependency 
means in relation to infrastructure.  Some differing conceptions of infrastructure 
interdependency can be attributed to the multiple viewpoints of the stakeholders responsible 
for commissioning, financing, planning, designing, building, operating and using 
infrastructure.  For example, there was a significant increase in research into infrastructure 
interdependencies following the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995 (Heller, 2002), primarily as 
a result of Presidential Decision Directive 63 (The Clinton Administration, 1998) which 
stressed the importance of infrastructure interdependency in terms of national vulnerability.  
This influenced a focus on the vulnerability emergent from interdependency.  The resultant 
modelling tools focussed on understanding those risks, often as discrete from understanding 
the potential benefits of interdependency.  
Without a reflection on the meaning of infrastructure interdependency, and without the means 
to describe it completely and consistently, there is a danger that one particular understanding 
of infrastructure interdependency, for example in terms of producing vulnerability; one 
particular modelling approach, for example network theory; or one particular type of 
interdependency, for example the physical transfer of resources; become dominant at the 
expense of others.    
Infrastructure in this context is viewed not just as discrete assets and services within 
particular industrial sectors, but also as a holistic system-of-systems arising from the 
interdependencies and relationships between the constituent elements.   The Royal Academy 
  
of Engineering (2007) describes a system as “a set of parts which, when combined, have 
qualities that are not present in any of the parts themselves. Those qualities are the emergent 
properties of the system”.  It is these emergent properties, the outcomes of the systems and 
interdependencies, that may be engineered to benefit society and provide the purpose for the 
infrastructure systems.  The Royal Academy goes on to say: “Engineers are increasingly 
concerned with complex systems, in which the parts interact with each other and with the 
outside world in many ways – the relationships between the parts determine how the system 
behaves”.  Thus understanding the connections between the components within the 
purposeful dynamic structures which underlie society is central to understanding how to 
deliver the behaviours society requires.   
Systems theory suggests that the complete, holistic view of a system can rarely be effectively 
captured by one single model or modelling approach.  This is particularly true of the complex 
socio-technical systems from which infrastructure is comprised.  Instead it is necessary to 
have a meta-model or a framework which brings together all models which represent 
different aspects and views of the system into one coherent and internally consistent 
architecture (Kruchten, 1995; Zachman, 1987) as used in the architectural frameworks 
existent in domains from defence (Department of Defense, 2009) to railways (TRAK 
Steering Group and Department for Transport, 2013).  These frameworks show how multiple 
viewpoints can be represented concurrently and coherently by different modelling 
approaches, each catering to the needs and nuances of a particular viewpoint.  These system 
architectures, in which multiple perspectives are developed for the same underlying system, 
have the advantage of providing an efficient and effective means of communicating with 
multiple stakeholders.   
In a similar way, the language of infrastructure interdependency needs to recognise the 
likelihood that different stakeholders will have differing perspectives on a network of 
infrastructure and on the associated interdependencies.  It has been widely recognised in the 
modelling of infrastructure interdependencies that there no single model or modelling 
approach is enough to capture all sides of this problem (Johansson and Hassel, 2010).  It 
therefore follows that multiple modelling methodologies would also benefit from such a 
framework.  This would ensure that the system of interest was not only modelled from 
multiple perspectives, but that the emergent properties of beneficial and adverse interactions 
between infrastructure systems was also understood.   
  
The first step in achieving this is to consider all the different types of infrastructure 
interdependencies, and the language used to describe them.  This is fundamental to providing 
a means of relating the shared understanding of infrastructure interdependencies to the 
interests of the different stakeholders.  For example, an engineering perspective may tend to 
focus on physical interactions and information flows between infrastructure systems and use 
these to identify issues of network resilience.  While, no doubt concerned by issues of 
physical resilience, an investor in infrastructure is also likely to take an interest in economic 
resilience, the flow of financial capital, economic interdependencies and in any opportunities 
to generate additional value through the exploitation of infrastructure interdependency.  
Without a consideration of this language there is a danger that certain forms of 
interdependency will dominate, and opportunities which arise from other forms will be 
missed.  
Recognising, developing and sharing multiple understandings of infrastructure 
interdependency will facilitate a wide range of future multi-disciplinary and cross-sectorial 
work and support productive cross-sector stakeholder dialogues. It will also help with the 
systematic search for interdependencies and the construction of a more holistic view of the 
infrastructure system.  
This paper aims to extend a discussion around the nature of infrastructure interdependency 
and dependency in order to establish the basis of a useful, coherent and complete conceptual 
taxonomy.  The next two sections provide a brief introduction to the characterisation of 
infrastructure interdependency, and the role modelling interdependencies has had on how 
these relationships are conceived and described.  
From these two areas a common language for describing interdependency is extracted and 
proposed from theory, practice and their intersection.  New dimensions of interdependency 
and its context are suggested to extend and complement those synthesised from studies 
elsewhere.  The final section applies the taxonomy to a case study seeking to identify 
potentially beneficial relationships and interdependencies within the UK infrastructure 
system.  It reports on the frequency of each of the interdependency characteristics.   
 
  
Characterising Interdependency 
The Oxford English Dictionary (2015) identifies the earliest usage of ‘interdependency’ as 
1822, defining the term as “The fact or condition of depending each upon the other; mutual 
dependence”.  This literal interpretation of mutual dependence is however not always borne 
out in its practical usage as will be seen below.  The focus here is on the modern usage 
specifically within the context of infrastructure.  
Figure 1 provides an indication of the usage of “infrastructure interdependency” and the 
variant “interdependent infrastructure” by way of an Ngram (“Google Books Ngram”, 2015) 
as described by Michel et al. (2011).  This search was performed on the ‘English 2012’ 
dataset of books published predominantly in the English language in any country between 
1800 and 2008 (with a smoothing factor of 3).  Not only does this highlight the increase in 
usage in the first decade of the 21st Century, but it also highlights the influence of the 
previously described Presidential Decision Directive in 1998 and the subsequent work 
looking at infrastructure interdependency in terms of fragility.  
 
 
Figure 1 - Google Ngram for "Infrastructure Interdependency" and "Interdependent Infrastructure" 
 
As interest grew, so did the work concerning the nature of infrastructure interdependency. 
One of the most influential papers exploring this came from Rinaldi et al. (2001).  This has 
been identified as the only completely self-contained classification system (Ouyang, 2014) 
although others have argued for the need for a richer framework (Zimmerman and Restrepo, 
2006; Zimmerman, 2008).  It outlines six dimensions to frame interdependency, which will 
be reported here as seven by splitting “Coupling and Response Behaviour” into two separate 
dimensions. The first two relate to the characterisation of the interdependency relationship 
  
itself and will form the starting point for the taxonomy described in this paper.  These are the 
Type of Interdependency and the degree of Coupling: 
 Type of Interdependency: 
o Physical (a physical output from one system is a necessary input to another) 
o Cyber (information produced by a system affects the operation of another) 
o Geographic (two or more systems are considered to be co-located in space) 
o Logical (a mechanism that could be organisational or social).  
 Coupling 
o Tight (a close correlation in time or scale) 
o Loose (a distant correlation in time or scale) 
The remaining five dimensions extend this framework to also describe the context and results 
of the interdependency: Infrastructure Environment; Response Behaviour; Infrastructure 
Characteristics; Types of Failure, and; State of Operations.  The inclusion of “Type of 
Failure” reflects the historic consideration of interdependencies as a source of unwanted risk, 
but not opportunity.   These contextual factors, while important, will be initially put aside in 
order to focus on the description of the relationships themselves.   
Modelling Interdependency 
Alongside those who have specifically set out to describe the different dimensions of 
infrastructure interdependency are those who attempt to model it.  In doing so they either 
utilise existing frameworks, or through the process of modelling, identify alternative ways of 
characterising and describing interdependency.  Differences stem from the purpose and 
methods used to conduct the modelling.  
Previous reviews (Bloomfield et al., 2009; Ouyang, 2014; Pederson et al., 2006) have 
identified numerous qualitative and semi-qualitative attempts to model interdependency 
including: Network and Graph Theory; topological models; Petri-nets; Input-Output models; 
Agent Based models; spatial and time-series analysis; matrix representations and hierarchical 
risk models.  These are frequently complementary to one another, each revaling different 
aspects of the emergent properties of interconnected infrastructure systems, which would 
benefit from a framework which brings them together.   
A study by Satumitra and Duenas-Osorio (2010) of 162 published papers on infrastructure 
interdependency modelling identified over 40 different modelling tools and approaches. By 
  
far the two most popular approaches were based on Network and Graph Theory and Input-
Output models (around 22% each) followed by Agent Based Models (11%).  Each of these 
modelling approaches has different strengths and weaknesses when it comes to modelling the 
dimensions and characteristics of interdependency.  For example, it has been suggested 
(Ouyang, 2014) that Input-Output models are only effective at capturing Physical and Digital 
interdependencies, and it has been found that very few approaches capture both functional 
and geographic interdependencies (Johansson and Hassel, 2010).  This is not a shortfall in 
Input-Output modelling, but failing to realise it, and believing a single model can give the 
whole interdependency picture is a potential source of error.  
If the different types of interdependency are not explicitly considered in the early stages of a 
project, and each modelling approach specialises in a particular type of interdependency, then 
the choice of model can unintentionally narrow the view of what constitutes interdependency. 
Without a robust framework that recognises the different dimensions of interdependency and 
brings the models together in a coherent way, there is a danger that in trying to address an 
approach that places boundaries around infrastructure sectors, boundaries are instead placed 
around interdependency types, and a partial picture remains.  This is represented in Figure 2 
where (a) represents a network comprised of four elements (A, B, C and D) from different 
infrastructure sectors.  They are connected by means of four very different relationships.  For 
example A and C may be dependent upon each other for the provision of physical resources 
such as fuel or water, while D and B may be connected by both a flow of information and by 
virtue of their close proximity.  Traditionally, as in (b), these relationships may have been 
ignored leading to multiple disconnected partial-views based on specific sectors; while (c) 
also represents the creation of multiple partial-views, this time the division is made according 
to the particular type of interdependency that connects all the elements, a decision implicitly 
made by the choice of modelling approach.  Due to the complex multi-sectoral and 
multidisciplinary nature of infrastructure development (not to mention the philosophical 
limitations of modelling) any attempt at capturing the whole system of systems will be partial 
in some way.  The challenge lies in integrating the different evidence, data and models in a 
comprehensive and coherent way with respect to both different sectors and different forms of 
interdependnecy.   
  
 
Figure 2 – Discrete Approaches to Modelling the Infrastructure System of Systems  
This situation is further complicated when considering the different types of elements that 
combine to create an infrastructure system.  Figure 3 illustrates this with a simplified 
conceptual model of an infrastructure system.  In this simplification the infrastructure system 
has three types of components: governance artefacts (e.g. regulations), operational functions 
(e.g. water treatment) and physical assets (e.g. hydraulic pumps).  In reality this division is 
likely to be far more complicated.  The interdependencies between elements within any one 
of these layers may be very different from those within any other.  Similarly the 
interdependencies which connect elements across the layers may be characteristically 
different again.  
 
 
Figure 3 – Simplified Layered Model of a Socio-Technical Infrastructure System 
 
  
The specific terminologies that make sense to describe interdependencies within one layer 
may not make sense to describe the interdependencies between layers.  Additionally many 
different interdependencies may exist between infrastructure systems (as shown in Figure 2 
and Figure 4), and at different points in the life-cycle of these systems.  To ensure a complete 
picture is obtained, a robust means to describe these different interdependency types is 
required.  This should not be seen as a rejection of any single modelling approach, or an 
underappreciation for their strengths; it is instead a recognition and endorsement of their 
complementary nature, and the emergent transformations possible from bringing together the 
multiple-perspectives they offer.  
 
Figure 4 - Interdependencies between Simplified Layered Socio-Technical Infrastructure Systems 
Interdependency Description Framework 
This section brings together and develops the work of those focused on characterising 
infrastructure interdependency, as well as the experiences of those modelling it.  It also 
introduces a number of additional characteristics identified from case studies specifically 
seeking to identify opportunities from infrastructure interdependency (Rosenberg and 
Carhart, 2013).  This synthesis results in a more complete framework with which to identify 
and describe infrastructure interdependency.  This is purposefully constructed as a qualitative 
framework to help characterise infrastructure interdependencies and guide the integration of 
different approaches.   
  
Directionality 
So far the term ‘interdependency’ has been used exclusively; however it is necessary to 
consider the similarities and differences between dependency and interdependency.  Despite a 
distinction in their formal definition they are in many instances used seemingly 
interchangeably.  
Infrastructure interdependency has specifically been described as both a distinctly 
bidirectional relationship (Laprie et al., 2007; Rinaldi et al., 2001) and elsewhere in such a 
way that includes both bidirectional and non-reciprocal dependency in the form of an 
influence from one element on another (HM Treasury and Infrastructure UK, 2011; Pederson 
et al., 2006).  Others have made this distinction by referring to ‘input’ only and ‘mutual’ 
interdependencies (Eusgeld et al., 2011).   
In an attempt to model infrastructure interdependency formally Dudenhoefer et al. (2006) 
define it as: “a relationship between infrastructures and represented as the edge (a,b) which 
implies that node b is dependent on node a”. They add that “Depending on the nature or type 
of the relationship, this relationship may be reflexive in that (a,b) -> (b,a)” implying it is not 
necessarily so, but can still be described as an interdependency.  
The UK Cabinet Office have used the term to mean “mutual reliance among infrastructure 
owners and operators on services from other suppliers” (HM Government Cabinet Office, 
2011, p. 11) which implies an interdependency between two elements can emerge from two 
non-reciprocal dependencies on a third-party.  The UK National Infrastructure Plan of the 
same year (HM Treasury and Infrastructure UK, 2011) describes interdependency with a non-
reciprocal dimension as “where the impact of change in one network are felt in other 
networks”.   
It could be questioned whether a non-reciprocal dependency is actually possible in terms of 
infrastructure, as a physical dependency on energy or resources for example would likely be 
balanced by a financial compensation which may arguably set up a separate but related 
economic dependency.  Thus the notion of a non-reciprocal dependency being part of an 
interdependent relationship may make most sense when considering the different types of 
interdependency in isolation. This aligns with the suggestion that bidirectional relationships 
exist at the macro system or system-of-systems level, whereas non-reciprocal dependencies 
are more common at the component level (Johansson and Hassel, 2010). 
 
  
Order 
Discussions of the fundamental definition of infrastructure interdependency and its modelling 
have also led to the distinction between first, second and third order dependencies 
(Johansson and Hassel, 2010; McDaniels et al., 2007; Rinaldi et al., 2001).   
Figure 5 depicts three infrastructure systems: A, B and C.  The arrows in this figure represent 
the provision of a service, resource or function from one infrastructure to fulfil a dependency.  
In other words, system A provides a service to system B, and system B is dependent on this 
service, and therefore dependent on system A.   
 
 
Figure 5 - Dependency Chain 
A first order dependency is where system B is directly dependent on system A, and a  
second order dependency is where system C is indirectly dependent on system A via system 
C’s first order dependency on system B.  These indirect effects can lead to feedback loops 
where the second order dependency means A affects B which then affects A (Little, 2002).  
This implies that where they form feedback loops, second order dependencies could also be 
described as interdependencies.  Third order dependencies introduce a further intermediary 
system.   
The order of the interdependency can be further complicated by considering more complex 
network topologies such as the one suggested by the Cabinet Office definition (HM 
Government Cabinet Office, 2011, p. 11) and depicted in Figure 6.   Here system A provides 
a service, resource or function to both system B and system C such that it could be said 
systems B and C share a dependence on system A.  The precise nature of each of these 
relationships however may mean that systems B and C, despite having no direct interaction 
and requiring nothing from each other can have an influence on each other.  This is 
particularly the case if the nature of system A’s provision is finite such that the demand of B 
can influences the availability to C.   
  
 
Figure 6 – Alternative Network Topology 
While both B and C could be described as having a first order dependency on A, the nature of 
the relationship between B and C is harder to characterise.  A further study of network motifs 
could identify the many different topologies into which an arrangement of dependencies and 
interdependencies can form.  The language for describing infrastructure interdependency is 
not as well formed for addressing such topologies. 
Coupling  
Rinaldi et al. (2001) also propose a dimension relating to the strength of the relationship 
between the two elements or systems.  They refer to this as the degree of coupling from tight 
to loose as in Perrow’s (1984) classification of systems, and affect the way in which effects 
propagate (Little, 2002).  Tight coupling refers to a situation where changes in one system 
impact with another in close correlation, usually in time.  If systems are loosely coupled then 
while there is a causal connection, there is a delay between the cause and the effect.  Such 
time lags can present significant challenges in problem structuring and their effects should 
not be over-looked.  Others have looked to assess this degree of influence associated with an 
interdependency on a quantitative scale  (Huang et al., 2014).  There is scope for additional 
work on how the degree of coupling can be quantified across the spectrum of 
interdependency types as described by the other characteristics.  
Location 
The UK Cabinet Office (2011) distinguishes between two types of interdependency 
relationship which are subjective to the viewpoint from the elements or components at either 
end of the relationship.  The first of the two types are upstream dependencies.  These are 
dependencies which provide a service, function or resource to the element of interest.  In 
Figure 5 system A provides a service to system B, from system B’s perspective this 
relationship can be described as an upstream dependency.  System B provides a service to 
system C, so from system B’s perspective this relationship can characterised as a 
  
downstream dependency. From system A’s perspective, its relationship with system B 
could be described as a downstream dependency.  Hence the same relationship can be 
described in two different ways as contingent on the specific viewpoint.  Additionally, there 
are certain types of dependency (such as Geographic interdependencies) for which the idea of 
upstream and downstream characteristics have no meaning.   
Type 
There have been several attempts to characterise interdependency into descriptive types in 
addition to those proposed by Rinaldi at al. (2001).  Those four types actually reflect four 
earlier interdependency typologies for product design matrices proposed by Pimmler and 
Eppinger (1994): Materials, Energy, Information and Spatial. What is clear from both of 
these is that interdependencies can be more than an output from one system becoming a 
necessary input to another.  
Pederson et al. (2006) use an expanded version of an earlier taxonomy (Dudenhoeffer et al., 
2006) which splits Logical interdependencies into two further groups: Policy/Procedural and 
Societal.  Indeed many complex, logical dependencies and interdependencies are created 
through human actions and perceptions, as Brown (2008) writes: 
“The state of, or perceived risks in, one infrastructure could influence 
behaviors/operations in another infrastructure due to loss of confidence in supply; 
through competition for labor or market share; or due to shifts to alternate inputs 
as a result of price or regulatory changes.” 
In addition to this it may be necessary to single out Economic Interdependencies as a 
specific type, or at least sub-type of logical interdependencies. These are relationships 
between infrastructures or infrastructure components which exist through some financial 
mechanism. This is particularly important when considering the financing of infrastructure 
projects, or the extraction of value during the operational phase. Another type of economic 
interdependency may be Budgetary Interdependencies (Friesz et al., 2007) where 
infrastructures are funded by the same source and therefore the delivery or condition of one 
may be impacted by the other.  
The UK’s 2011 National Infrastructure Plan (HM Treasury and Infrastructure UK, 2011) 
outlines three forms of interdependencies (p90): 
 Geographic co-location 
 Shared use (of equipment or resource) 
  
 Reliance on another network’s function. 
While this aligns with the split into geographic and functional, shared use expands on the 
previous conception of physical interdependencies.  A Frontier Economics Report (2012) 
implements a definition of interdependency proposed by O’Rourke (2007), which suggests 
that it results from physical proximity or operational interaction, reflecting the two-factor 
split into spatial and functional interdependency.  They use this to develop an economic 
framework within which to consider interdependency, which proposes three forms: physical, 
digital, and organisational (e.g. shared ownership or oversight). 
The division was made slightly differently by Wallace et al. (2003) who along with Co-
location, used Input (a functional dependency where a system depends on an input from 
another); Shared (where two or more infrastructures use the same asset or service), and; 
Exclusive-or (whereby two infrastructure systems require the same limited resource which 
can only be used by one at a time as suggested may exist in the topology represented in 
Figure 6 and in Market and Spatial Economic Competition).  These have been echoed by 
views of infrastructure as a system of systems (Eusgeld et al., 2011). 
Despite the influence of Rinaldi et al. there is still a lack of high-level framework for 
characterising the complexity of all types of infrastructure interdependency (Haimes, 2005; 
Satumtira and Duenas-Osorio, 2010), the technical understanding of which is in its infancy 
(Chang, 2010).  A recent analysis (Ouyang, 2014) of the taxonomies of Rinaldi et al.(2001), 
Zimmerman (2001), Dudenhoeffer et al.(2006), Wallace et al.(2003) and Zhang and Peeta 
(2011) concluded that “some interdependency examples in practice cannot be definitely 
categorized by some classifications”, and only the classification proposed by Rinaldi et al. 
(2001) covered all ten real-world interdependency examples analysed.   
 Interaction Type 
Raven and Verbong (2007) identified four types of interaction from their analysis of Dutch 
combined heat and power plants, which they refer to as a type of socio-technical regime.  As 
these relate directly to infrastructure, it is important they are considered in the description of 
forms of interdependency.  The four types are: 
 Competition (two elements or systems perform similar functions, or as an extension 
of this, fulfil a similar need); 
 Symbiosis (two elements or systems mutually benefit from co-operation which could, 
they note, be in the form of long term-supply contracts)  
  
 Integration (two elements or system operate as one, potentially through shared 
ownership, actors or technologies) 
 Spill Over (the rules or models of operation from one element or system are recreated 
in another, connecting them through common operational or cognitive modes and 
behavioural norms) 
The first three are ordered in terms of the increasing amount of co-operation they involve 
between the interacting elements, while the fourth is more indirect.  These are distinct from 
the more common typologies described in the previous section, and are not explicitly 
described as a means to characterise interdependency, though there is clearly some overlap.  
A physical interaction could then be further characterised using these classifications, but it 
might be harder to similarly characterise a geographic co-location. Symbiosis aligns with 
what is seemingly the most common understanding of interdependency, as Raven and 
Verbong witnessed it in terms of a mutual input-output dependency. 
Along similar lines to these, Friesz et al. (2007) have also suggested Market 
Interdependencies and Spatial Economic Competition whereby goods and services 
exchanged over infrastructures are part of a single market and can therefore influence each 
other.   
 Functionality 
The next two characteristics of Functionality and Necessity should be considered in 
combination.  The distinction they make is important, but often overlooked.  
Zimmerman (Zimmerman and Restrepo, 2006; Zimmerman, 2001), looking specifically at 
infrastructure interdependency differentiates between two types Functional and Spatial.  
Elsewhere he has used Geographic/Spatial/Physical to all mean collocated infrastructures, 
Functional to mean a reliance on each other to operate, and Economic to represent 
dependence on another infrastructure as a source or recipient of goods and services 
(Zimmerman, 2006).  Others using similar distinctions suggest Functional (covering 
physical, cyber and logical relationships) and Geographic  (Johansson and Hassel, 2010) or; 
Functional (referring to input-output relationships) and Structural (where two operational 
regimes conjointly use the same technical or social elements) relationships (Konrad et al., 
2008).  
On the surface these may seem like a less nuanced version of the more common four-factor 
typology proposed by Rinaldi et al., however it is the distinction between functional and non-
  
functional relationships which is important.  Without it, it is all too easy to assume that 
interdependent infrastructures must rely on each other in a functionally necessary way and 
any other type of relationship is not an interdependency.   
In practice interdependency is not synonymous with functionally necessary interdependency, 
the reality is far more complex.  In terms of vulnerability analysis, functional dependency 
between two elements can be of utmost importance, but in terms of opportunities and 
efficiencies, the creation of non-functional interdependencies can be significant.   While 
describing infrastructure interdependency as “a bidirectional relationship in which the output 
of one is essential as the input of another”, Chou and Tseng (2010) also offer the following 
example: 
 “if a gas pipeline leaks and subsequent explosion occurs, which damages a 
nearby telecommunication facility, the emergency information could not be 
efficiently relayed, and the subsequent fire may be worse with more damage to 
the gas system than if help is more promptly dispatched, possibly preventing 
further damage to the telecommunication facility.” 
In this example the gas system depends on the service which forms an output of the 
telecommunication system, but the telecommunication system only depends on an output of 
the gas system if ‘not exploding’ is considered an output of that system.  Arguably, safe 
operation would be a requirement of the gas system in some respect, but it would appear 
different enough to the notion of an output to require a richer definition of interdependency.    
The ElecLink Channel Tunnel Interconnector has been said to create a geographic 
interdependency saving in the region of £60m compared to laying a seabed cable (Frontier 
Economics, 2012).  The Channel Tunnel Rail link does not depend on the electricity 
interconnector for it to function, and the interconnector does not depend on the functioning of 
the rail link.  Another example could include two infrastructure systems in some form of 
competition.  The performance of one may affect demand for the other, but they are not 
functionally dependent upon one another.  
Necessity 
Even if a functional relationship exists it may not actually be necessary to the operation of 
either element, indeed during the design stage it may be optional as to whether the 
interdependency is created or exploited to provide additional benefits such as enhanced 
efficiency or resilience.  This addition arose from work looking to identify beneficial 
  
interdependency opportunities in three UK case studies (Rosenberg and Carhart, 2013).  It is 
particularly useful if seeking to consider actual and hypothetical interdependencies.   
This distinction may present semantic problems as if one system depends on another, then it 
could be argued that that relationship is almost tautologically necessary.  However, this 
argument does not stand if one accepts the previous distinction between functional and non-
functional interdependencies.   
The previous two dimensions can be combined to produce four distinct types as shown in 
Figure 7.  
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Figure 7 - Functionality and Necessity Matrix 
Quadrant A represents a type of relationship which is both functional and necessary. This 
would fit most closely with a literal interpretation of dependency. For example a water 
treatment plant requires electricity in order for it to perform its primary function.  It would 
also be true to say that electricity provides a necessary function to the water treatment plant.  
Quadrant B represents a type of relationship that is necessary, but is not functional in nature. 
For example, due to spatial restrictions it may be unavoidable that two separate infrastructure 
assets are located in the same physical space.  Neither provides a function to the other, neither 
depends on the other for them to fulfil their purpose.  It is worth noting that the location of 
the relationship within these quadrants may be dynamic; that is to say two systems may be 
functionally independent under normal circumstances, but this may change in specific 
scenarios (or indeed vice-versa).  This is particularly relevant when considering states of 
failure or degradation, and the risk and resilience of the systems involved. 
  
Quadrant C represents a type of relationship which is functional, but optional. This could be 
because one element provides a back-up or substitute function to another, a function that is 
already primarily served by another system. Losing this substitute does not affect the 
system’s ability to fulfil its purpose. It may be that this relationship already exists, or perhaps 
it is important to highlight that this relationship could exist.  Smart meters provide additional 
functionality to the grid, but this could be considered an optional function as the grid could 
fulfil its purpose without them.  
Quadrant D represents an optional, non-functional relationship. An example of this might be 
when two infrastructure systems which could be located in the same physical space in order 
to improve efficiency. Another example would be when the same infrastructure service could 
be fulfilled by the same organisation.  Interdependencies in this quadrant are particularly 
interesting as they would be of little interest, and frequently overlooked, under the traditional 
infrastructure interdependency focus of risks and hazards.  
Outcome  
When considering the design of interdependencies into a system it is particularly useful to 
capture whether they ultimately provide a benefit or an opportunity to benefit the system, or 
whether they result in an increase in hazardous dis-benefit.  If it is beneficial then there may 
be a reason to utilise an existing interdependency and leverage it for additional value or 
alternatively create it if there is the potential to do so.  If it is ultimately affecting the risk 
profile in a negative way, there may be a reason to mitigate, replace or prevent the 
interdependency from existing. As with upstream/downstream characterisation the outcome 
may be subjective to the particular component or system of interest.  An interdependency 
linking system A with system B may create benefits for system A or at the system-of-systems 
level, while having dis-benefits on system B.  Again, there may be a temporal dimension to 
this as additional values result from the co-evolution of purposefully engineered 
interdependnecy.  
Life-Cycle Impact Stage  
This refers to the chronological phase of the infrastructure’s life cycle during which the 
interdependency exists or its impact is felt.  Some interdependencies only have an impact or 
are only relevant during the Planning or Construction phase, others are important during 
Operation or at the infrastructure element’s ‘End of Life’.  Additionally, some 
interdependencies are only relevant under particular Scenarios (such as during accidental 
  
failure or during extreme weather events).  These categories also arose during the research of 
three UK case studies (Rosenberg and Carhart, 2013).  For example over 4 million tonnes of 
material excavated during the Construction phase of the London Crossrail project was used to 
create a wetland nature reserve at Wallasea Island (“Wallasea Island jetty completed as 
Crossrail helps RSPB shape Europe’s largest new nature reserve - Crossrail”, 2012).  As with 
many of the other characteristic, these categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive and 
depend largely on perspective and system of interest.  The chains from Isambard Kingdom 
Brunel’s original Hungerford Bridge over the River Thames, were removed in 1860 and 
reused in the stalled construction of the Clifton Suspension Bridge.  The availability of these 
chains at low cost enabled John Hawkshaw to develop a sound business case for the 
completion, something that had previously been problematic (Portman, 2002).  This could be 
considered both an End of Life and Construction phase interdependency.   
Geographic Scale 
Identifying whether the interdependency exists on a local, regional, national or 
international scale may be important, as may characterising where the impact of the 
interdependency lies (McDaniels et al., 2007; Peerenboom, 2001). It is also suggested that it 
could also be considered whether the interdependency is constrained within a single Project, 
which could be considered sub-local, or in combination with the other three Geographic Scale 
characteristics.  
Sectoral Scale 
In addition to the geographic scale over which the interdependency sits, it may also be useful 
to make the distinction between those interdependencies that exist between elements within 
one particular sector (intra-sector interdependencies) such as the provision of electricity to 
run services within a power station, or those which extend between elements in different 
sectors (inter-sector interdependencies), such as the provision of electricity to run a water 
processing facility.   Table 1 compiles a checklist of interdependency categories described 
above.   
 
 
 
 
 
  
Table 1 - Infrastructure Interdependency Characterisation Checklist 
 Identified 
Interdependency 
DIRECTIONALITY 
Whether the reliance of one 
element on another is mutual 
Bi-directional   
Non-reciprocal  
ORDER* 
Whether the relationship is 
direct or via an intermediary.  
First Order  
Second Order  
Higher Order  
COUPLING 
Whether the effects of the 
relationship are felt closely in 
time and space or not. 
Loose  
Tight  
LOCATION* 
Whether the element of 
interest provides or receives a 
resource.  
Upstream  
Downstream  
TYPE 
The nature of the 
relationship, spatially or in 
terms of resource flow.  
Physical  
Digital   
Geographic   
Organisational  
INTERACTION 
TYPE 
The degree of co-operation 
and structure of the 
relationship.  
Competition  
Symbiosis   
Integration   
Spill Over  
FUNCTIONALITY 
Whether the relationship is an 
integral part of the function 
of the elements or not.  
Functional   
Non-Functional  
NECESSITY* 
Whether the relationship is 
unavoidable or required, or 
whether there is flexibility.  
Necessary   
Optional  
OUTCOME* 
Whether the effect of the 
relationship on the element of 
interest in positive or 
negative.  
Benefit  
Dis-benefit  
LIFE-CYCLE 
IMPACT STAGE 
The phase of the project 
during which the effects of the 
relationship are relevant.  
Planning  
Construction  
Operation  
End of Life  
Scenario  
GEOGRAPHIC 
SCALE 
The spatial distribution of the 
relationship or its effects.  
Project   
Local  
National  
International  
SECTORAL 
SCALE 
Whether the relationship is 
contained within one 
infrastructure sector or not.  
Intra-Sector  
Inter-Sector  
*Require explicit specification of system/element of interest from which the perspective 
is taken 
While the taxonomy above has focused on the characteristics of the relationships between 
infrastructure elements, it may also be useful to further develop those that characterise the 
  
context within which the relationship sits, and to provide further dimensions through which to 
describe the potential outcomes the relationship may have.  Five such dimensions have been 
suggested by Rinaldi et al (2001): Infrastructure Environment; Response Behaviour; 
Infrastructure Characteristics; Types of Failure, and; State of Operations.  McDaniels et al 
(2007) suggest further categories by studying examples of interdependency captured in 
failure reports.  These include: Impacted System (e.g. education, emergency services, food 
supply etc.); Type of Infrastructure Failure Interdependency (cascading, escalation, 
restoration, compound damage propagation or substitutive); the resulting System Failure; the 
Operational State of the Impacted System; the Adaptive Potential of the Impacted System; 
Restart Time of the Impacted System; Severity of Impact; Spatial Extent of Impact; Number 
of People affected by the Failure, and; Duration of the Consequences.  These are all clearly 
relevant when attempting to describe the impact of interdependencies on vulnerability and 
failure, but are less relevant for the consideration of the ontology of interdependencies as is 
the concern here.  There is an opportunity therefore to further develop the description of 
interdependencies and their impacts in terms of proactively identifying them and their 
positive values.    
Case Study Application – UK Infrastructure Timelines 
Engineering the Future is an alliance of the Engineering Council, Engineering UK, the 
Institution of Chemical Engineers, the Institution of Civil Engineer, the Institution of 
Engineering and Technology, the Institution of Mechanic Engineers, the Institute of Physics 
and The Royal Academy of Engineering.  It has produced a set of parallel timelines to 
capture the next 40 years of UK infrastructure planning across five infrastructure sectors 
(Energy, ICT, Transportation, Waste, Water).  This useful visualisation documents the known 
policies and plans in these sectors, together with expert opinion of future policies and projects 
from the engineering community (Engineering the Future, 2011).  
A workshop was held which brought together 25 infrastructure stakeholders from across the 
five timeline sectors in order to identify potentially beneficial interdependencies between the 
future policies and projects captured in the timelines (The Systems Centre, University of 
Bristol, 2013).  This included representation from industry and academia, as well as those 
involved with the governance of the UK’s infrastructure.  The technical details of the 
identified interdependencies are reported elsewhere (Engineering the Future, 2013), while 
  
this section specifically describes the application of the taxonomy proposed above to the 
identified interdependencies.  
The workshop put into practice the Interdependency Planning and Management Framework 
(Carhart et al., 2014; Rosenberg and Carhart, 2013), in particular operationalising a matrix-
based tool for interdependency identification and knowledge structuring.  The workshop 
consisted of two sessions.  During the first session stakeholders from a single sector sought to 
identify potentially beneficial interdependencies between projects and policies within that 
sector, while during the second session, inter-sector interdependencies were identified.  It is 
important to note, that in terms of the characterisation criteria, the participants in this 
application were asked to actively seek beneficial interdependencies that were either under-
exploited or not being exploited at all and therefore could be classed as optional.  The results 
reflect this accordingly.   
During the first session key policies and projects were placed into boxes along the leading 
diagonal of a blank matrix. The participants systematically populated the off-diagonal spaces 
with details of the interactions between them.  They were encouraged to characterise these 
relationships as much as possible.  The second session saw interdisciplinary groups complete 
a pre-formatted matrix with the five infrastructure sectors along the leading diagonal, 
identifying, recording and characterising the inter-sector interdependencies between the 
projects and policies used in the first session.  It is not suggested that the interdependencies 
identified during this exercise form an exhaustive list, but they nevertheless represent a 
sample of those felt to be prominent amongst the gathered industry experts.  
Intra-Sector Interdependencies 
A total of 77 intra-sector interdependencies were identified during the first session.  The 
breakdown per sector is shown in Table 2.  
Table 2 - Case Study Intra-Sector Relationship Opportunities Identified by Sector 
Sector Intra-Sector Relationships 
Energy 27 
Transport 11 
ICT 11 
Waste 3 
Water 25 
Total 77 
  
Due to the spread of expertise available during the workshop the Waste and ICT sectors 
prepared a joint interdependency matrix during the first session, resulting in the identification 
of an additional 11 potential interdependencies which crossed between the two sectors.   
Each interdependency has been identified from the perspective of a specific sector or project 
and is evaluated accordingly.  This means that an interdependency identified as presenting a 
hazard or dis-benefit may actually be beneficial to an external actor or system.   
The results are summarised in Table 3 along with those for the identified Inter-Sector 
relationships.  Some characteristics are omitted where they do not make sense out of their 
specific context (e.g. Location), the wider context (e.g. Order) or there was insufficient 
information (e.g. Coupling).  
As expected, Necessity and Outcome reported a high number of optional and beneficial 
relationships by virtue of the workshops stated objective of identifying potential 
interdependencies which would have a positive impact.   
Within Impact Stage, while specific flooding scenarios were discussed, these were attributed 
to the “operation” phase as they were only discussed in relation to flood defence 
infrastructures.   
The characterisation of 69% of the identified interdependency opportunities as Symbiotic 
makes assumptions about the projects or assets not being owned by the same organisation.  
For example, it assumed that the organisations involved in internet-of-things assets are 
distinct from internet service providers and those who own the communications infrastructure 
on which it operates.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Table 3 - Case Study Intra-Sector & Inter-Sector Relationship Characteristics 
 
Intra-Sector 
(n=77) 
Inter-Sector 
(n=69) 
DIRECTIONALITY 
Bi-directional  42% (32) 30% (21) 
Non-reciprocal 58% (45) 70% (48) 
TYPE 
Physical 43% (33) 45% (31) 
Digital  16% (12) 13% (9) 
Geographic  14% (11) 13% (9) 
Organisational 27% (21) 29% (20) 
INTERACTION 
TYPE 
Competition   3% (2)   2% (1) 
Symbiosis  69% (53) 78% (54) 
Integration    9% (7) 17% (12) 
Spill Over   1% (1)   3% (2) 
Integration & Spill-Over 18% (14)   0% (0) 
FUNCTIONALITY 
Functional  58% (45) 55% (38) 
Non-Functional 42% (32) 45% (31) 
NECESSITY* 
Necessary  26% (20) 39% (27) 
Optional 74% (57) 61% (42) 
OUTCOME* 
Benefit 87% (67) 86% (59) 
Dis-benefit 13% (10) 14% (10) 
LIFE-CYCLE 
IMPACT STAGE 
Planning   4% (3)   0% (0) 
Construction   0% (0)   0% (0) 
Operation 90% (69) 91% (63) 
End of Life   0% (0)   0% (0) 
Scenario   3% (2)   0% (0) 
Planning & Operation    0% (0)   2% (1) 
Construction & Operation   0% (0)   2% (1) 
Operation & Scenario    0% (0)   6% (4) 
Planning – End of Life   4% (3)   0% (0) 
GEOGRAPHIC 
SCALE 
Project  29% (22) 13% (9) 
Local 23% (18)   3% (2) 
National 19% (15) 36% (25) 
International   5% (4)   0% (0) 
Project & Local    8% (6)   9% (6) 
Project & National   6% (5)   0% (0) 
Project to National    4% (3) 23% (16) 
Local to National   3% (2) 13% (9) 
National & International   0% (0)   3% (2) 
Project to International   3% (2)   0% (0) 
Table 4 shows the distribution of Necessity and Functionality amongst the identified 
interdependencies.  It further illustrates the existence of necessary but non-functional 
interdependencies as well as optional functional ones.  
  
Table 4 - Intra-Sector Necessity-Functionality Distribution 
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Simplified examples of those identified in each quadrant include:  
Necessary & Functional ICT networks provide basis for Internet of Things tagging 
initiatives 
Necessary & Non-Functional Smart Grid advances will influence the location and nature 
of local Gas facilities 
Optional & Functional Smart Meters providing energy use information back to the 
grid 
Optional & Non-Functional Collaboration between South East Airport Capacity and 
Rail projects to create an interdependent business case. 
 
Inter-Sector Interdependencies 
In total 69 inter-sector relationships were identified.  Table 5 below shows the distribution of 
these relationships in terms of the sectors they connect.   For example, 8 connections were 
identified between projects and policies in the Energy and ICT sectors, 3 of these were 
initially identified as outputs of the Energy sector to the ICT sector, while 5 were identified 
as outputs of the ICT sector providing resources to the Energy sector.  Further analysis 
revealed that some of these were bi-directional relationships such as co-located assets.   
 
 
 
  
Table 5 - Inter-Sector Interdependency Locations 
Energy 3 3 2 4 
5 ICT 8 3 4 
7 2 Transport 3 4 
3 0 4 Waste 3 
5 2 4 0 Water 
The characterisation of these largely beneficial, under or un-exploited interdependencies are 
shown in Table 3.  As with the intra-sector interdependencies, the vast majority of those 
identified existed during the Operational phase of the infrastructure, as Physical 
interdependencies forming a Symbiotic relationship.  The spread of both Type and Interaction 
Type were similar across both the intra- and inter-sector data sets.  The identified 
interdependencies tended to operate over a more National scale than the Local or Project 
orientated intra-sector interdependencies.  
The prevalence of a particular type of interdependency identified in these sets may result 
from the prevalence of particular approaches such as input-output models (Satumtira and 
Duenas-Osorio, 2010) which only capture physical and digital interdependencies (Ouyang, 
2014).  This may result in increased awareness of some types over others.  
The split between functional and non-functional interdependencies is relatively similar to the 
intra-sector analysis.  It does not necessarily follow that the split between the two is so even 
in reality as the workshops objective to identify optional beneficial interdependencies would 
mean the majority of known interdependencies providing necessary functions would be 
considered beyond the scope of the exercise unless they were being underexploited in some 
way.  
The distribution of necessity and functionality is however quite different between the two sets 
as shown in Table 6.   Far more functional and necessary interdependencies were identified, 
while the optional interdependencies are marginally more skewed towards non-functional 
relationships.  This again suggests that it is important to consider these non-functional 
interdependencies when actively seeking those which are unexploited or under exploited and 
from which additional value could be extracted.   
  
Table 6 - Inter-Sector Necessity-Functionality Distribution 
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Simplified examples of those identified in each quadrant include:  
Necessary & Functional Energy sector provides electricity for operating and cooling 
ICT sector assets.  
Necessary & Non-Functional Energy sector requires payment from ICT sector for 
provision of electricity.  
Optional & Functional By-products from the Waste sector could be used as a 
resource input to the Energy sector for processes such as 
anaerobic digestion. 
Optional & Non-Functional Co-location opportunities of some ICT sector assets (e.g. 
telecoms cables) with planned Transport sector assets.  
Conclusions 
Collating the terminology used in the description of infrastructure interdependency 
modelling, and developing it with additional characteristics was found to be useful in the 
practical search for interdependency opportunities, and is an important first stage in the 
establishment of a meta-framework for coherently and completely discussing, characterising 
and modelling infrastructure interdependency across infrastructure sectors and amongst 
different disciplines.  It has been shown that there are many different dimensions to 
infrastructure interdependency both in theory and in practice.  It is hoped that this will 
initiate, extend and formalise  further discussion on the nature of infrastructure 
interdependency and ultimately aid in facilitating cross-sector discussions.  Without a 
common language with which to describe all aspects of interdependency there is a danger that 
an important piece of the puzzle will be overlooked.  It would also appear particularly 
  
important to consider non-functional interdependencies when actively seeking opportunities 
from infrastructure interdependency.  
The viewpoints and perspectives of the different stakeholders (e.g. users and operators) 
within different sectors and at different layers of the socio-technical system should also not 
be overlooked.  The same interdependency may be described and valued differently by 
different groups.  This further reinforces the need for a robust framework within which to 
characterise interdependency.  So far, this has consciously focused on qualitative distinctions 
between different interdependency characteristics in order to promote greater consideration 
for the sorts of interdependencies that seem to be largely overlooked, and the need for 
different approaches to understand them structurally.   
A rich and shared through-life understanding of the diverse aspects of infrastructure 
interdependency, and an appreciation for which modelling tools best represent each of those 
aspects, are  fundamental to creating a framework to integrate toolsets and provide a more 
comprehensive picture of the interdependencies in the infrastructure ‘system-of-systems’.  
This has implications for the design of infrastructure assets and their integration in the wider 
network of a nation’s infrastructure, by helping to minimise unforeseen vulnerabilities and 
maximise opportunity management for valuable emergent economic and social benefits that 
might otherwise by missed.  Multiple modelling approaches are required to effectively 
capture the emergent properties of all of the different characteristics of the relationships 
between infrastructure systems.  Such a framework assists in bringing these models together 
in a coherent way.  
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